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Introduction: The Phoenix Lander touched down in the
high northern latitudes of Mars and verified the presence of
shallow subsurface water ice. This subsurface ice, discovered
by the Gamma Ray and Neutron Spectrometer Suite poleward
of about 55◦ latitude on both hemispheres [1, 2, 3], represents
the largest ice reservoir on Mars by area. Equilibrium calcu-
lations based on exchange of water vapor between the atmo-
sphere and the subsurface predict the geographic distribution
and depth of the ice with reasonable accuracy [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
Progress in subsurface ice modeling over the past few years
[10, 11] enables us to not only determine the equilibrium dis-
tribution but follow the evolution of the ice in response to
temperature and climate change. Both, equilibrium and non-
equilibriummodels, predict that the margin (latitudinal bound-
ary) of the two hemispheric ice layers moved over the past few
million years [6, 10]. In addition to the permafrost, large vol-
umes of water ice are found in the Polar Layered Deposits
and tropical mountain glaciers [12]. By conservation of mass,
any change in ice volume must be reflected in more than one
of these reservoirs. Figure 1 illustrates the ice reservoirs on
Mars and the exchange between the ice-rich permafrost and
the Polar Layered Deposits.

A change of 1◦ in latitude of the subsurface ice layer
margins corresponds to an area of 6 × 105 km2, comparable
to the size of the north polar cap (8.37 × 105 km2 [13]). The
combined area of the polar layered terrain (north and south) is
1.8 × 106 km2 [13]. Below, we will estimate the thickness of
the ice-rich permafrost near 60◦.

The periodic nature of the Polar Layered Deposits has long
led to speculations about orbital climate forcing [e.g., 14].
Subsurface ice reacts to changes in surface temperature and
atmospheric humidity. Insolation is affected by the planet’s
axis tilt (obliquity), the eccentricity of the orbit around the
sun, and the longitude of the perihelion.
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Figure 1: Ice reservoirs on Mars. The white line illustrates
the margin of the ice-rich permafrost (∼ 55◦). Sublimation
from the north polar cap provides vapor that can lead to the
accumulation of subsurface ice, and, vice versa, retreat of the
ice-rich permafrost can deposit a layer of ice on the polar cap.

Model: Explicit models of vapor diffusion and deposi-
tion are limited to numerical time steps of less than one sec-
ond. The net loss and net gain of ice, but not the diurnal
and seasonal variations in H2O content, can be obtained from
time-averaged transport equations, as a basis for much faster
numerical methods. This method accelerates simulations by
four orders of magnitude [10, 11]. The subsurface model
simulates the growth of ice in interstitial soil pores from atmo-
spherically derived water vapor and the retreat of interstitial
ice. The margins are assumed to have been depleted at least
once since the last precipitation, and thus there is no initial
ice sheet. As ice fills the pore spaces, pathways are blocked
and the growth slows, but laboratory experiments show that it
can still fill a large fraction of the pore volume [15, 16]. Sur-
face temperatures are obtained fromaone-dimensional thermal
balance between incoming solar light and reradiation from the
surface to space with simple approximations of atmospheric
absorption and emission. The bottom boundary of the subsur-
face ice is restricted by geothermal heat. Constant present-day
atmospheric humidity is used.

Results: Figure 2 shows burial depths at 55◦N and 60◦N
as well as at the Phoenix Landing site (68◦N). At 55◦, the ice
changes repeatedly between stable and unstable, accumulating
slowly when it is stable but retreating rapidly when it is un-
stable. Retreats coincide with periods of low obliquity; at this
particular latitude, temperature is high when obliquity is low
and vice versa. At 60◦, growth is uninterrupted but not rapid
enough to follow the variations in the equilibrium ice table.
At the Phoenix Landing site, the ice is expected to be close to
equilibrium.
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Figure 2: Depth of the equilibrium ice table (black) and the
actual ice table (blue) as a function of time for three latitudes,
including the Phoenix landing site. It is arbitrarily assumed
that there was no ice 5 Ma ago and atmospheric humidity is
constant. (The ice table depth shows the depth of the upper-
most grid point with ice, leading to discrete numerical steps.)
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Figure 3 shows the thickness of the ice-rich layer, i.e. the
geothermally limited depth of the ice minus the depth of the
ice table. At a latitude of 55◦, the ice becomes repeatedly
unstable and its thickness is limited by the time available for
growth; it never reaches more than a few meters. At 60◦,
growth is uninterrupted, and the thickness increases slowly.
The ice table moves upward and the bottom boundary moves
downward.
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Figure 3: Thickness of ice-rich permafrost as a function of
time until the present for two latitudes.

The asymptotic thickness can be estimated theoretically.
Balancing of the downward pumping with the upward geother-
mally induced vapor transport leads to the following approxi-
mate relation,

T 2

a

H

RTm

= 2gTmδicy,

where Ta is the temperature amplitude at the bottom of the icy
layer,H/(RTm) ≈ 30, g is the geothermal temperature gradi-
ent in dry regolith (∼ 0.5 K/m), Tm is mean temperature, and
δicy is the seasonal skin depth in the icy layer (∼5 m). Typ-
ical parameters lead to Ta ≈ 5 K. The seasonal temperature
amplitude on the surface may be around 20 K, such that one to
two skin depths reduce the amplitude appropriately. Thus the
asymptotic thickness of the ice-rich layer, where its growth is
uninterrupted, should be on the order of ten meters, a value
that may be asymptotically approached in Fig. 3.
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Figure 4: Subsurface ice volume at 50◦-68◦N. A decrease
represents loss of ice from the permafrost layer.

With this thickness, the volume changes from contraction
or expansion of the ice-rich permafrost are large. Figure 4 in-
tegrates the ice volume change from latitudes 50◦ to 68◦N and
expresses it in terms of the thickness of an ice layer covering
the north polar cap. A change of 1 mwithin 30 ka occurs about
0.9 Ma ago, and smaller changes occur in the more recent past.
After subtracting the slow overall trend, most of the vol-

ume variation arises from around 55◦ latitude, and less from
the ice table depth changes at high latitudes, which is why the
calculations emphasize the geographic area where the margin
is located rather than higher latitudes. The simulation only
includes the northern hemisphere ice; a similar behavior is
expected for the southern hemisphere.
Mean annual surface temperature varies comparatively lit-

tle at 60◦N, where in the past 3 Ma it has a root-mean-square
variation of only 2 K [17]. Constant atmospheric humidity
likely underestimates the volume changes compared to time
variable atmospheric humidity. When obliquity is low, the cli-
mate is drier and hence the retreat even faster. Additional cal-
culations with variable humidity are being carried out. Rapid
retreat will supply additional vapor to the atmosphere, which
may slow the retreat. This feedback can only be considered
with global coupled subsurface-atmosphere models, which are
not yet available.

Conclusions: Subsurface ice retreats very rapidly when
it is unstable, but near the margins the growth is slow. Re-
treat at the margins during periods of low obliquity involves
enough ice volume to create a 1-m thick layer on the north po-
lar cap within the last million years, based on simulations with
orbitally driven surface temperature variations but constant hu-
midity. It is plausible that the layers of the Polar Deposits can
be explained in terms of contractions of the ice-rich permafrost
layer.
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